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Dear Friends,

Another month has gone by and we are so much closer to the coming of the Lord and the Rapture of the church than we were
this time last month. It all reminds me of this passage from the Bible, Rom 13:11-12 KJV “And that, knowing the time, that
now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for now is our salvation nearer than when we believed.  (12)  The night is far
spent, the day is at hand: let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us put on the armour of light.”

The Salvation Paul was referring to was not being born again, that has already happened to them. The hope and comfort of the
believers of that day was the Rapture of the Church, they knew that a dark night would follow; they knew it as the “Day of the
Lord.” They were fully informed concerning the “Day of the Lord.” They had understood the prophecies of the Jewish Bible. 
They were familiar with the words of their Lord.  They lived everyday thinking that, that day might be the day of Salvation. 
The night was that time between Jesus’ ascension and his return. That night would end with the seven-year Tribulation.  He
knew that the Rapture would come first. If Paul felt that way in his day, how should we be feeling? I think the answer to that
question should be obvious.  It is time to be wide awake!  

It is time to understand that darkness is all around us. We must personally cast off the darkness from our own lives. We must
do all that we can to punch holes in the darkness so that others might come to the light of the Gospel. When you are in
darkness, it is hard to tell which way to go. When a light suddenly pierces your darkness, you have direction. You can go to
the light.  You can follow the light. That is what Moments in Bible Prophecy is all about, punching holes in the darkness.
Understanding the times is important if you are going to have an understanding as to what you should do. This is what Jesus
meant when he gave us these words,  Luk 21:35-36 KJV “For as a snare shall it come on all them that dwell on the face of the
whole earth.  (36)  Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall
come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.”  The escape Jesus is talking about is the Rapture of the church.

Signs of the Times - There are two questions I am often asked, “Is President Obama the Antichrist?” and “Where is
America’s place in Bible Prophecy?” To the first question, Is Obama the Antichrist? The answer is a big no; he is not the
Antichrist!  Mr. Obama is a big player in the events that are leading up to the Rapture of the Church and the tribulation
period. He has opened the door of evil and it is coming through the door.  As far as America’s role in the Tribulation, this
once a mighty superpower doesn’t seem to merit much attention. I see only two references that might point to her.

President Obama and America’s fates are tied together. His actions are fundamentally changing America. As a result the
whole world is spinning into chaos. America and the Western alliance had kept the balance of power for years. The
president’s polices have been weakening America, destroying the Western alliance and strengthening her enemies.
Headline - In the October 27th airing of This Week With George Stephanopoulos, former Vice President Dick Cheney
said the U.S. withdrawal from the Middle East has left us in a position where "our friends no longer trust us and our
adversaries don't fear us. - by AWR Hawkins 28 Oct 2013
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2013/10/27/Dick-Cheney-Our-Friends-No-Longer-Trust-Us-And-Our-Adversaries-Don-t-Fear-Us

Cheney said our very presence in the Middle East was "the cornerstone" and "basis of U.S. ability to influence."

Headline - US government shutdown: Barack Obama is presiding over the end of America's superpower status - By
Con Coughlin World: October 1st, 2013
http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/concoughlin/100238900/us-government-shutdown-barack-obama-is-presiding-over-the-end-of-americas-superpower-s
tatus/

“There was a time not so long ago when the world looked to America for both political and economic leadership. But now
that can no longer be taken for granted thanks to Mr. Obama's inability to provide decisive leadership on either front.”

“The emergence of Russia, meanwhile, as the main power broker in the Syria crisis has severely damaged America's standing
as a major global player. In short, the longer the Obama presidency continues, the more America's status as a superpower ebbs
away.” End of article.

With will and intent President Obama is weakening America.  No where is the weakness more apparent than what he is doing
to the greatest military in the history of the world. The headlines tell the tale.

Headline -  General says U.S. Army ‘Dysfunctional’, Underprepared Posted By Kyle Ebersole On October 23, 2013 
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http://www.conservativeactionalerts.com/2013/10/general-says-u-s-army-dysfunctional/
The U.S. Army currently has only two combat-ready brigades, according to Army Chief of Staff General Ray Odierno.
Odierno said that the U.S. Army is without funds to properly train its own troops and that “functioning like this is just
dysfunctional.”“The worst case scenario,” he said, “is you ask me to deploy thousands of soldiers somewhere and we have not
properly trained them to go because we simply don’t have the dollars and money.”

The Army Chief of Staff hopes to bump up the number of combat-ready brigades from two to seven by June, but is doubtful
such will happen. As far as troops abroad, Odierno notes that the those operating in Afghanistan “aren’t really combat-ready
either since they’re deployed for training and advising only.” The federal government leaving the U.S. Army underprepared is
a threat to national security and proves the folly of the thoughtless, wide-but-shallow sequester cuts. Congress needs to reign-
in both welfarism and militarism, but they ought never allow national defense to be gutted.

The Constitution charges those in Washington to “provide for the common defense.”
Odierno’s testimony that our Army is underfunded and undertrained is a sad fact, not to mention dangerous one — especially
since U.S. legislators defend funding, arming, and training foreign militaries in places like Syria and Egypt. End of Article

Headline - TOP GENERALS: OBAMA IS 'PURGING THE MILITARY'
Describe president's actions as 'emasculating,' ranks now lack 'will to win' by F. MICHAEL MALOOF
http://www.wnd.com/2013/10/top-generals-obama-is-purging-the-military/WASHINGTON –

 Retired Army Maj. Gen. Patrick Brady, recipient of the U.S. military’s highest decoration, the Medal of Honor, as well as
other top retired officers, say President Obama’s agenda is decimating the morale of the U.S. ranks to the point members no
longer feel prepared to fight or have the desire to win. 

“There is no doubt he (Obama) is intent on emasculating the military and will fire anyone who disagrees with him” over such
issues as “homosexuals, women in foxholes, the Obama sequester,” Brady told WND. They are purging everyone, and if you
want to keep your job, just keep your mouth shut,” one source told WND.

Not only are military service members being demoralized and the ranks’ overall readiness being reduced by the Obama
administration’s purge of key leaders, colonels – those lined up in rank to replace outgoing generals – are quietly taking their
careers in other directions. 

Retired Army Lt. Gen. William G. “Jerry” Boykin, who was with Delta Force and later Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
for Intelligence under President George W. Bush, says it is worrying that four-star generals are being retired at the rate that
has occurred under Obama. “Over the past three years, it is unprecedented for the number of four-star generals to be relieved
of duty, and not necessarily relieved for cause,” Boykin said. “I believe there is a purging of the military,” he said. “The
problem is worse than we have ever seen.”

Nevertheless, Boykin said the future of the military is becoming more and more of concern, since colonels who would be
generals also are being relieved of duty, if they show that they’re not going to support Obama’s agenda, which critics have
described as socialist. 
“I talk to a lot of folks who don’t support where Obama is taking the military, but in the military they can’t say anything,”
Boykin said. 

As a consequence, he said, the lower grades therefore have decided to leave, having been given the signal that there is no
future in the military for them. Boykin referred to recent reports that Obama has purged some 197 officers in the past five
years.“Morale is at an unprecedented low,” Boykin said, part of which is due to sequestration. 

Sequestration has seriously cut back operational readiness for the military to the point where Boykin said that often they have
no ammunition and are unable to conduct training because of the planned cuts. “These officers want to train for war but are
not being allowed to” because of the preoccupation not only with sequestration, but what Boykin said were other concerns
surfacing in the military under Obama as commander-in-chief. 

He referred specifically to the recent repeal of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,” which now allows openly homosexual personnel in
the military. In addition, he said the integration of women into the infantry “will reduce readiness of units.” He also was
critical of the rules of engagement which he says favor “political correctness over our ability to fight to win.”

Brady, who was a legendary “Dust Off” air ambulance pilot in Vietnam. said, “The problem is military people will seldom,
while on duty, go on the record over such issues, and many will not ever, no matter how true. “I hear from many off the record
who are upset with the current military leadership and some are leaving and have left in the past,” he said. Brady referred to
additional problems in today’s military including “girly-men leadership [and] medals for not shooting and operating a
computer. This president will never fight if there is any reason to avoid it and with a helpless military he can just point to our
weakness and shrug his shoulders.” 

Brady made similar references in a recent article he wrote for WND in which he said “just when you thought the leadership of
this government could not get any worse, it does. Never in history has an administration spawned another scandal to cover the
current one.” The reference was to the recent firing of a number of generals to mask “Obama’s serial scandals, all prefaced by
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lies – Fast and Furious, Benghazi, NSA, IRS” among others.  End of Article
This is a very scary article. Our military is depending on the President as their commander-in- chief and it seems like he is at
war with our military. How can they win? How can they protect us? It gets worse. Through his polices, he is destroying the
Western alliance. 

Headline - World’s anger at Obama policies goes beyond Europe and the NSA

Published: October 25, 2013 
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2013/10/25/206552/worlds-anger-at-obama-policies.html#storylink=cpy

WASHINGTON — Whether miffed over spying revelations or feeling sold out by U.S. moves in the Middle East, some of
the United States’ closest allies are so upset that the Obama administration has gone into damage-control mode to ensure the
rifts don’t widen and threaten critical partnerships.

The uproar in Europe over revelations from fugitive former National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden that the
United States spied on as many as 35 government leaders, including Angela Merkel, the chancellor of Germany, has become
so great that early Friday 28 European leaders said Merkel and French President Francois Hollande would open negotiations
with the United States over a “no-spying agreement.” End of Quote 

America will find itself alone in the world. She will have no friends. She will be left with only enemies who grow stronger by
the day.  Look at the rise of Russia. Russia is foreseen by the Word of God as having a very powerful presence in the world
and the Middle East, which the Obama polices are making possible. In fact his polices are forcing this upon Russia.

Headline - PUTIN TOPPLES OBAMA IN FORBES POWER RANKING
from AFP  30 Oct 2013

http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Peace/2013/10/30/Putin-topples-Obama-in-Forbes-power-ranking

Having outfoxed him on Syria, Russian President Vladimir Putin has pipped Barack Obama to the title of the world's most
powerful leader as ranked by Forbes on Wednesday. It was the first time in three years that the US president has dropped to
second place on the magazine's list and came as US-Russia relations slid to a new low. End of Quote

Where is America in Bible Prophecy? It seems that there may only be two references to this once great power. When Russia
invades Israel in the Ezekiel prophecy of chapters, 38 & 39 we are told that God will cause Fire to fall on Russia. Russia is
not the only place fire falls. Eze 39:6 “And I will send a fire on Magog, and among them that dwell carelessly in the isles: and
they shall know that I am the LORD.” 

Here is a quote by Steve Elwart, “Magog” is the people or country of Gog, which most commentators take to mean Russia.1
The term “isles” is also translated “coastlines,” implying the “farther reaches of the known world.” . . ..Today, however, a
different interpretation is being studied. Many still think of Magog as Russia and “fire” means a literal fire, possibly a nuclear
exchange. The provocative interpretation is for “coastlines” [isles] to be the United States.”
http://www.khouse.org/articles/2011/1028/ End of quote 

It appears that America will have nuclear fire fall on her during the opening days of the Tribulation.  Why? You ask.  America
is forgetting God, and electing a leadership that is hostile to Christianity and Israel.  Like a bunch of mindless zombies its
citizens are voting for those who would give them same sex marriage, unlimited abortion, and legalized drugs. They
mindlessly are being programmed by the liberal media to hate the right and embrace the left. They are about to shuffle right
off the cliff. It is as Jesus said it would be, Joh 3:19 “And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men
loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil.”

Americans have been careless with their safety. As you have been reading this news letter, you may have been shocked to lean
about the condition of our military. You would be even more shocked if you understood that our enemies are building up their
forces. Russia and China are preparing for a day when they will attack America. Here are a couple of headlines “Inside
China: Nuclear submarines capable of widespread attack on U.S. By Miles Yu.” “Moscow Conducts Large-Scale Nuclear

Attack Drill by BY: Bill Gertz.”  Then there is this one, ‘Russia Eyes Egypt’s Ports In Bid To Boost Military Presence’-
As the Obama Administration bungles Egypt, the Russians are filling in the void.
 http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/October29/295.html#Z5K5JZt4blhSvxSG.99

Our borders are down and Islamic terror groups are already operating inside our country. Read about it in this article, “
Growing Hezbollah Presence In Southwest U.S.”  In the recent attack on the Kenyan Mall some of the attackers had
American passports. They trained here and traveled from here. If people traveled from here to blow up a mall, it will not be
long until American malls will be blown up. Our government controlled media seems to representatively scrub Islam’s role
from the ever rising number of violent crimes that America is experiencing (I am not sure what this is supposed to say). Here
is the link for the Hezbollah story. http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/October24/243.html#JKdwZ4etVIwbZ3hV.99

I told you that I have seen two places where America shows up in Bible Prophecy. The second one can be a source of
comfort.  It is found in this passage, Rev 12:13-14 “And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted
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the woman which brought forth the man child.  (14)  And to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle, that she
might fly into the wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time, from the face of the
serpent.” This is the break down of the details, the dragon is Satan, the woman is Israel, the man child is Jesus. The timing of
this event is the middle of the Seven Year Tribulation. Satan is cast down to the earth by the power of God. It is at that time
that the Antichrist dies and is raised to life. He breaks the treaty with Israel and invades her. Israel must escape into her place
in the wilderness. This is where we may be looking at a role for America.  The wings of a great Eagle are given to Israel to
help her to escape. The eagle is connected to Israel being fed and armed for the second half of the Tribulation. In prophecy
animals and birds often represent nations. More often than not it is the symbolism that they have chosen for themselves.
America’s animal representative is the great Bald Eagle. 

Could this passage be a reference to America? If it is, it would seem logical to believe America will be judged for her
carelessness and hostilely toward God.  America then rises out of the ashes with a new political leadership and commits all of
her strength to the will of God and aids Israel.  It is my hope and prayer that America will be this “Great Eagle.” 

I know that you would like to know how much longer we have before judgement falls. I am really not sure. I do know this. 
The judgement cannot happen until after the Rapture of the church takes place. The timing is under God’s sovereign control.
The one thing that can give us a sense of timing is the peace treaty that will divide Israel giving half to the newly Palestinian
state. The Rapture will happen before that can take place. The closer we come to that day, the closer we are to the Rapture of
the Church.  

Headline - US 'Will Force' Israel-PA Deal By Mid 2014
Report: US will lay down its own outline for an accord in January, is determined to reach solution by mid-2014.
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/November06/061.html#AdOu0wlXHptppsbP.99

“The United States intends to try and force a peace agreement on Israel and the Palestinian Authority (PA), IDF Radio
reported Monday. The radio station says the US has informed Israel and the Palestinian Authority that if negotiations between
them do not advance, Washington will propose its own solution, that will include a US position on every point that is in
contention. In effect, according to the report, this will be an attempt to force the sides to agree on a solution formulated by the
US.”

“MK Zehava Galon (Meretz) was quoted as saying Monday that senior US officials told her the US offer would be presented
in January of 2014. PA sources also cited January as the month in which the US intends to propose, or impose, its plan . . .
The Obama Administration is reportedly determined to achieve “a diplomatic breakthrough” by mid-2014.”

If God allows Mr.Obama to have his way we would have at the most a few months left. When you factor in God’s Sovereign
control, “If” becomes a big word. The point is, are you ready for the Rapture? It may happen before you can breath your next
breath.

Moments in Bible Prophecy - We are now in our second month on Radio Joy Africa, Liberia, W. Africa. Mr. Patrick Kollie,
station manger, writes, Dear Pastor,”Great to greet you in the name of our Heavenly Father . . . thanks for the messages thus
far. Your radio message(s) adds additional values to our radio programs.” We are in hopes that the program that we have sent
to Venture Radio will arrive so we can begin air on a new station in Sierra Leone, Africa. 

I want to thank every one of you who prayed for us this month and sent a gift to help us pay for air time. This was a month
that concerned us. Our income to pay for the programs to be aired dropped in half and was much less than it takes to pay our
air bills. At the beginning of the month, I felt that I heard God whisper into my ear,”You will not lose a station.” I wondered
as to why I had heard that. Soon I was to understand the meaning of those words. Several of my faithful supporters would
experience difficulties that would hinder them in what they normally would do. That cut our income in half from what
normally comes in. In the past when I have experienced this kind of testing a victory always followed. I believe God will be
opening bigger doors for us to declare the Gospel and that he is speaking to hearts to help us to go through those doors. 
Consider becoming my partner in punching holes in the darkness with the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

The message of the Month - The Wicked and the Righteous pt. 1, Proverbs 10:27-32.  Few people understand the prophetic
nature of this passage. There has always been a conflict between anyone who will follow the God of Heaven and those who
would go another way. Here we see what will happen to the followers of Islam and what will happen to Israel. I think you will
find that this message will help your understanding concerning the conflict that we see in the Middle East. There was so much
to this message that I had to do it in two parts. Part two of the wicked and the righteous pt. 2 will be next month’s message of
the month. The message “The Wicked and the Righteous” is yours for the asking. 

Don’t forget to go by and visit our new website Momentin.Us or the mobile M.Momentin.US! You can now listen to
Moments in Bible Prophecy on demand from the website. You can also donate online through the website.

Your Friend in Christ,

Raymond L Shockley

“MOMENTS IN BIBLE PROPHECY”


